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The Y-block engine is a family of overhead valve V8 automobile engines produced by Ford
Motor Company. The engine is well known and named for its deep skirting, which causes the
engine block to resemble a Y. It was introduced in as a more modern replacement for the
outdated side-valved Ford Flathead V8 and was used in a variety of Ford vehicles through By ,
the famous Ford Flathead V8 had been developed about as far as it could go, [1] and it was
antiquated by the early s. The original Lincoln V8 was also known as a Y-Block. Lincoln
introduced their engine in , but it was a different design from the Ford Y-Block, and was used on
large cars and Ford heavy-duty trucks. One of the design qualities of the Y-Block V8 is its deep
skirting which makes for a very rigid block for added strength in the bottom end. The drawback
to this is it also makes for a heavy cylinder block. Because of the low detergents in oils of that
era these passages would often become clogged giving the Y-Block a reputation for bad oiling
to the top end. Ford came up with a stop gap measure for this problem by feeding oil via an
external tube directly to the rocker shafts from the main oil gallery. Because of better oils today
and a grooved center cam journal, a clean freshly rebuilt Y-Block should no longer have this
problem and thus, no need for the external oiling tube. Cylinder heads on the Y-Block have
always been a point for discussion. Ford Y-blocks are easily identified. The distributor is
located at the back of the engine and off to one side and the valve covers are held on with two
bolts through the top. The Y-block was the same displacement as the old Ford Flathead V8 that
it replaced but with a bigger bore and a shorter stroke 3. Advertised as the "V" engine, it ran a
bore and stroke of 3. The compression ratio was 7. A final version of the in the US was released
in as the B-code. It was introduced in passenger cars in July , and in the redesigned truck
lineup one month later. The version was used on Brazilian F-series trucks until and on the
Brazilian Galaxie , launched in April The shared the 3. The Ford version was the P-code
"Thunderbird V8", which for cars equipped with a manual transmission had a compression ratio
of 8. Cars equipped with an automatic transmission had a slightly higher compression ratio of 8.
The Mercury division had two versions of the available in The standard engine had a 7. This
M-code "Thunderbird V8" was now optional on all Fords. All Ford Y-Blocks were up on power
for the model year. The was available as the C-code engine option, once again with a slight
difference between the manual transmission and "Fordomatic" automatic transmission.
Compression was up to 9. The would be the longest-lived of the Y-Blocks, carrying on until in U.
In this form, the Fase II continued into the s in the F, and was also used in the Argentine Ford
Fairlane built from â€”, and based heavily on the U. All Argentine versions of this engine feature
a cast crankshaft rather than the forged example that equipped US heavy-duty engines. Both
the and engines were replaced on Brazilian cars by the engine starting on model year. Bore x
stroke dimensions were 3. Depending on model year and application, the was available with a
single two- or four-barrel Holley carburetor , two four-barrel carburetors and with or without a
McCulloch Paxton supercharger only. All U. The horsepower version had an 8. All Mercury
engines had gold-painted blocks and heads. The horsepower version had red valve covers and
air cleaner, while the horsepower version had blue valve covers and air cleaner. The
horsepower version had argent silver valve covers and air cleaner. A dealer-installed "M "
engine kit was released in January The kit consisted of a hotter camshaft , revised cylinder
heads , and an intake manifold mounting two four-barrel carburetors. They are a highly desired
version, as the Holley " teapots " were cantankerous. The s had no centrifugal timing advance in
their distributors until Acceleration , response and gas mileage can be greatly increased by
installing a year model later distributor. The last regular application of the V8 in the U. Though
considered to be a high-performance engine in and , it was downgraded to an "economy"
engine with low compression and two-barrel carburetor by When Ford Y-block debuted its
power making ability was already hindered by its inherent displacement limit. A quick reference
to the engine specifications for shows the Ford V8s ahead of the Chevrolet counterparts in
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venerable Ford Flathead V8 was antiquated by the early s. To remain competitive, Ford created
a new overhead-valve V8 engine they called the Y-Block. First introduced in , the Y-Block engine
would power Ford and Mercury products for the next 10 years. Lincoln introduced their engine
in , and it was a different design from the Ford Y-Block. The distributor is located at the back of
the engine and off to one side. Also, the valvecovers are held on with two bolts through the top
of the covers. Ford was always the most conservative of the major automakers, holding onto
older designs far longer than GM or Chrysler. But market forces pushed Ford to develop new
designs in the s. The company had designed the Y-block for a introduction, but a shortage of
nickel due to Korean war needs prevented the company from manufacturing the engine in
sufficient quantities. The engine displaced cubic inches and made horsepower and pound-feet
of torque. Ford customers were enthusiastic about the new engine. Mercury customers received
an uprated cubic inch Y-block rated at horsepower and pound-feet of torque. For , Ford
increased the displacement and made engines at both and cubic inches. The made horsepower
and pound-feet of torque. All basic Ford products received this engine. The engine gave
Thunderbird and Mercury drivers horsepower and pound-feet. With this engine, the Thunderbird
rocketed from zero to sixty in just 9. The engine variously made , , , , or horsepower depending
on the model year. Starting in , Mercury dealers also offered a performance kit with alternate
heads and camshaft, and a twin-four-barrel induction system that bumped output up to
horsepower. The apex of Y-block performance came in , when Ford added a Paxton
supercharger to the engine. Ford introduced its big block FE engine on larger cars in The main
reason for the discontinuation of the Y-block is usually given to be the hard displacement limit
of about cubic inches. However, the design has valvetrain oiling problems. The Y-block also
offers very attractive performance numbers in stock form, so that owners of Ford products from
the s can run a stock V8 that is correct for year, make, and model without sacrificing essential
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